
Our flagship product, 

Rod Rigging systems

are used in rigging 

s y s t e m s where superior

per formance and 

brilliant aesthetics 

are critical. 
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“Cold heading,” pioneered by Marine, is a process used to create rod rigging 
systems that are incredibly strong. In rod rigging systems, the fit of the rod head in
the terminal is critical to safety and long life. In the Marine cold-heading process, the 
rod ending is designed to fit precisely into the seat, making the termination of the
rod as strong as the rod itself. Marine rod rigging is also beautiful to behold because

each component we manufact ure is polished for an outer shine that’s as striking as its perf o r m a n c e .

ROD RIGGING SYSTEMS

Stemballs were developed by Marine  wit h the simple aim of increasing the useful li fe of rod rigging. T he
stemball builds on the weight-saving approach of a ball terminal for rod, also originally developed by
Mar i ne. Stemball rigging systems provide significant fatigue life wit h minimal we ight and size incre a s e .

STEMBALLS

F235 Micro Stemball
Micro Stemballs are Marine’s most advanced stemball. Through
the use of high-strength material, and sophisticated computer
stress analysis programs developed by Marine’s fatigue testing,
Marine has developed a smaller, lighter stemball. Commonly used
in the L500- Tip cups, K150 & K550 Tangs.

Rod Ball Heads
Designed to eliminate the use of stemballs, the Rod Ball
Head is small, light, and recommended only for the serious
inshore Grand Prix sailor who is willing to sacrifice fatigue
resistance for weight reduction.
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F220 Tapered Stemball
Its larger-head geometr y makes it suitable in
spreader root tangs to help distribute load.
Also used in the K200 tangs.
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L200 Aluminum Spreader Bend

L250 Tapered Stainless Steel Spreader Bend

Navtec Spreader Bends cover and protect rod rigging that passes over the spreader end.
They are ideally suited to masts where shroud-spreader angle change is between 10 and
150. Spreader bends are available in both Alloy and Stainless Steel.

SPREADER BENDS
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ROD TERMINATION FITTINGS
G100 Eyes
Marine Eyes have long been the industr y standard
and are used as upper and lower rod backstay terminals.

G200 High Fatigue Eyes
Forestays require fittings that can toggle under high load and
shifting lead angles. Navtec High Fatigue Eyes minimize bending
stresses in the rod and are ideal for this application.
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H100 Rod Jaws
Commonly used as upper and lower 
terminals on rod backstays. Also used 
on low-fatigue assemblies like bobstays.

H200 High Fatigue Jaws
Forestays require fittings that can toggle under high 
load and shifting lead angles. Navtec High Fatigue Jaws
minimize bending stresses in the rod and are ideal for 
this application.
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Toggles

J200 Double Jaw Toggle

J100 Eye Jaw Toggle

Marine toggles reduce fatigue and assis t in allowi ng the load forces to align with the shroud angle.
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Each mast design is unique and mast making today is more advanced than ever. Yet
regardless of the design, the inter face of the mast and the rigging system is always
critical to the safety and per formance of the yacht and its crew. Marine’s range of
tangs provides solutions for managing that inter face. Listed below are key examples.

Tangs

K200 External Stemball Tang
An economical method of attaching rigging with stemballs
to the mast. Can be used with rod or wire. Rod installations
are used in conjuction with F220 Stemballs and F400
washers (not included).
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K150 Micro Stemball Tangs
Features small mast cut-out and Stainless Steel tie bar.
Includes a pair of Micro Stemballs and cup washers in
each assembly .

K150 Tang/C651 Tip Turnbuckle Combinations
Based on the K150 design system, works with cup washer for use with 
tip turnbuckles. Commonly used on jumper assemblies.



K550 Micro Stemball Tang
Creates a custom fit for every mast by matching the height of the backing plate sleeve to the mast
wall thickness (T). Available in a 01 & 02 version. The cap is constructed from a high-strength
Stainless Steel alloy. The 01 version has a 316 backing plate with predrilled nylock mounting
screws. The 02 version has a Nitronic 50 clamp bushing in a high-strength aluminum backing 
plate. This allows for custom sizing to the spar. The 02 version is common in composite spars.

K550/C651 Tip Turnbuckle Combinations
Based on the K550 design system, works with cup washers to incorporate Tip Turnbuckles 
commonly used in jumper application with a C651 Tip Turnbuckle.
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N074 Rod T
After extensive research and testing, Navtec has developed a T fitting to be
used in rod applications up to –22. With highly detailed construction techniques
these T’s are stronger than our wire T fittings. Made from high-quality 316
Stainless and Nitronic 50, these T’s have a longer fatigue life than any other 
T on the market today.

ROD RIGGING INSULATORS

P100 Rigging Insulator 
Designed for higher loading from rod rigging, the Navtec 
insulator delivers superior insulating and shor t-prevention 
characteristics in even the harshest conditions. Allows for 
better antenna tuning and radio performance. Clearly the
industr y standard.
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L400 Tip Cup
Economical and flexible, the L400-001 is ideal for
smaller boats in the 30-foot LOA range. Two-piece
modular design will accept most rod combinations 
up to -15 rod. Makes discontinuous rigging affordable
for 24- to 36-foot boats.

Navtec Spreader Tip Cups are engineered for we ight reduction and enduring strength. The
range of product sizes and designs provides a solution for sailboats of most any length.

SPREADER TIP CUPS
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L500 Tip Cups
The standard in the Navtec line of spreader end tip cups.
Incorporates Navtec Micro Stemballs for superior fatigue
resistance. Fits completely inside the spreader to reduce
sail chafe. Three-piece design makes for ease of installation.

L834 Micro Tip Cup
Made from ultra high-strength Stainless Steel to reduce size
and weight. Chosen by high-performance cruisers and top
Grand Prix racers from the Maxi level down.
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These turnbuckles are a critic al part of Navtec’s approach to rod rigging systems.
They are designed to complement Navtec rod design and are made from 316 Stainless
Steel for strength and corrosion resistance. Like all Navtec rod rigging system components,
our terminals are polished to a gleaming finish to complete the Navtec look.

TURNBUCKLES FOR ROD RIGGING

C550 (-17 & Smaller)
The industr y standard. Fully machined body. Center
screw design allows for ease of adjustment under
load. Nickel-plated bronze screw prevents galling.

C550 (-22 & Larger)

-4 through -17

-60 through -400

-22 through -60
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C560 Marine Eye Turnbuckle
Marine eye version of the C550 turnbuckle.  
Can be used with an upset J100 toggle on 
female chainplates for articulation.

N690 Norseman Rod Turnbuckle
Combines classic Norseman open-body design with 
the look of a swageless terminal to produce the most 
economical way to rig a boat with rod.
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C800 Calibrated Turnbuckle
Navtec’s per formance range. Calibrated for accurate tuning.
High-strength materials ensure lightweight without sacrificing
performance.  Nitronic 50 screw with bronze bushings allows
adjustment under load. Available in marine eye, barrel pin, 
and toggle versions.

C890 Toggle Turnbuckle
Originally part of Navtec’s Grand Prix range, these 
turnbuckles are becoming more popular in ever y boat
range. High-strength, lightweight materials ensure
performance without a weight penalty. Closed-body
design means no cover is needed to protect today’s
costly sheets and lines. Calibrated for accurate tuning.
Available in marine eye, barrel pin, and toggle versions.
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C890 Barrel Pin Turnbuckle
Featuring adjustable barrel pin terminals, this is the 
ultimate lightweight turnbuckle, and is used on top Grand
Prix, One-Designs, Maxi’s, and high-performance cruisers.
Crafted from Nitronic 50 Stainless and calibrated for
accurate tuning.
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C882 In-Line Turnbuckle
Navtec’s Nitronic 50 alternative to a long screw-tip
turnbuckle in the tangs on jumpers. Center screw
design allows for higher loads inherent in jumper
applications. Bronze bushings ensure ease of adjust-
ment under load. Allows for smaller tang to be used.

C651 Tip Turnbuckle
Series 500 tip turnbuckle. Chrome-plated bronze
body and high-strength Nitronic 50 ball-head screw.
Stainless Steel nose.
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C880 Tip Turnbuckle
Navtec’s Nitronic 50 per formance range. Calibrated
for accurate tuning. High-strength material body 
and Nitronic 50 ball-head screw for lighter weight
than the C651. Bronze bushing ensures ease of
adjustment under high loads.

D510 Swage

D500 Rod Body

D531 Turnbuckle
Eye with Toggle
(left-hand thread)

E200 Nose

D600 Clevis Pin

D340-S Screw

D320-S ScrewD320-L Screw

D340-L Screw

RIGGING ACCESSORIES

D530 Turnbuckle Eye 
with Toggle (right-hand thread)
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D550 Stainless Steel Turnbuckle Covers 
Series 500 Covers are part number D550-CA-XXX (Specify wire or rod Size)
Series 800 Covers are part number D800-CA-XXX (Specify rod size)




